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Russian Spy Ring
Is Uncovered In
Great Britain

Johansson Outweighs
Patterson In Final
Weighin For Fight

Explorers Host To
Training Course

Exporer Post 45 was host for a
Junior Leader Training Course held
at the First Methodist Church SatBy JACK CUDDY
urday March 11 The course was
High winds and hail hammered to the dock. The floating dock was
nfirll Pre.. International
available to all Junior Leaders of
MIAMI BEACH IMPS — Swedish at Calloway County last night with broken loose and the large 2 x 4 x
the Chief Chennubby District. It
Ingemar Johansson, scaling t h e widespread damage being report- 8 gtryofoam blocks which support
was conducted by the Explorers
it were scattered to some degree
heaviest of his career, had an un- ed.
under the supervision of their AdDamage was in widely separated over the embayment: There were
expected advantage of 113
/
4 pounds
visor.
over champion Floyd Patterson at areas and what seems to have been recovered this morning and maThe Course will be in two sesthe weigh-in for their third heavy- a tornado struck near Morgan's neuvered back under the dock so
sions; the first which was held
Boat Dock located about the state it could be floated back into posiweight title fight tonight.
session
Saturday was an indoor
line
Johansson
between Kentucky and Ten- tion.
scaled
2061a
_pciundas
which - int-hided filmstrips and diseabiSZT-PireialltWariraeatratrrs-nessee.
Patterson
1943
/
4
.
cussion on the following subjects.
aged and the metal roof over it
Johansson's
advantage
approachIn
Henry
County,
Tennessee
in
transmitted
them
naval secrets and
Patrol Organization given by David
By HARRY FERGUSON
td the 14 pounds he enjoyed In the area of Valentin's store on U.S. was completely torn apart and
intrrootional
turd
to Moscow from the cellar of a Russell, Patrol Meetings by Cleo
1959 for their first fight when he 641 where the road to Whitlock, sheets of metal were scattered ovBritain
charged
LONDON fin —
shabby suburban bungalow.
Sykes. Program Planning by Bill
Tennessee turns to the west, barns er a wide area. The floating dock
today that a -spy ring of five perThe FBI in Washington h a s Solomon and Troop Meetings by
GEORGE D. 00FLDER
See picture and fight
sons, headed by a Russian posing identified two of the defendents as David Hull. Harold Shoemaker
owned by Mrs. Tom Morris and waa found out in the center of the
WMILIT
facts and figurts inside.
0. P. Sanders were blown down einbayment.
as a Canadian citizen, stole vital Americans.
President of the Post was in charge
Approximately 80 boats were anand a garage in the area was also
At the bar of justice in the of the course arid opened' the seschored in the area and they were
took the title from Patterson on a damaged.
number one court of the Old sion with the opening ceremony.
torthird-round knockout. For that
Television antennas in the city scattered far and wide by the
Bailey, three men and two women David Russell got the afteraoon
only one was
bout Ingemar weighed 196 pounds; were Mt and some tree limbs were nado. Oddly enough
were on trial in Britain's most started with a couple of songs.
found with a hole in it caused by
Patterson 182.
blown down.
sensational spy case since Klaus Other members of the Post who
the wind rolling it over rocks on
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exindalia
were
an
unexpectedly
low weight
All the defendants pleaded
containing $1,000 in
after mysteriously losing six tensively and some large trees but a box
nocent, a jury of 12 men was mond Carlisle, Greg Boyd. Tim Dotlicense
was found intact.
fishing
Howard
Howe.
pounds the night before the fight. were blown down. Since the trees
chosen with the traditional speed son, Tom Scott and
and north walls
Floyd registered, 190 for that bout. were obviously twisted down, this Parts of the east
of British justice and the attorney From Troop 60 of Dexter were Gerof the office were still standing.
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that
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a
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to
the
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By WILBUR G. LANDREY
For
Patterson
general of the realm, Sir Reginald ald Miller, Larry Butler, Don MaGeorge
Cordoe,
Chairman of KenThe cabin of H. B. Bailey. Sr
▪ United Press International
Patterson also weighed the heav- tornado and not just a high wind.
Manningham - Buller, personally this, Ricky Butler, Ronald Reavis test was held Saturday at the tucky 4-H Club Programs, from the
damaged also.
LEOPOLDVILLE, The Congo (UPI: opened the case for he crown.
and Charles Boren. From. Troop 45 courthouse with Leon Grogan in University of Kentucky, will be the iest of his career today at 1943
The tornado hit the point where across the bay was
/
4,
Morgan's Boat Dock had hare
a
located
and
also
—Maj. Gen. Joseph Mobutu's forces
the
boat
dock
is
but
the
poundage
was
not
unexHe unfolded to the court a cloak- Eddie West. Steve Douglas, Bill charge.
The eighth grade winner and main speaker at the Calloway pected because during his training large grove of cedar trees just to 1.000 gallon gasoline tanks filled
captured three companies of pro- and-dagger story of how British Metzger, Tommy Williams, Robin
County 4-H Leaders Recognition
both were
Lumumba troops in an offensive counter espionage agents followed Hornsby, Mickey Devine, Bill Ad- grand champion was Miss Brenda Banquet, sponsored by the Bank of here he had stated repeatedly he the south. Trees sixteen to eighteen for the weekend and
emptied into Ow lake as the wind
near the Oriental Province border, a winding trail through London's ams and Dale Sykes. From Troop Cunningham of Kirksey. She will Murray and the Peoples Bank.
would scale between 190 and 195. inches were twisted off approxileading from the
77 John Bennett, Jim Hart, Sammy represent Calloway County at the
t h e Congolese Foerign Ministry
mately sixteen to eighteen feet broke pipelines
(Continued on Page 4)
This event will be hell on Tues- He said he wanted to come in as
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Mobutu's long-expected drive was
land Tommy Jones. Also attending 'held at the latter part of April. day night, March 14, at the Murray ultimate weight into his punches. limbs one and two inches thick
(Continumt as Page 4)
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trite
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Scoutmaster Traces 'BO &n5' Roger of Kirksey was first place winner *teed by 5its-s Helen- Wesley, who Miami Beach Convention Hall, he to a depth of twelve inches or so.
in ealed out as boss of-Oriental
is Field Agent in 4-H Club work in
Pavince, which is in the hands of
Carbaugh District Scout Executive. High sixth grade.
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WASHINGTON run — Rep. Clare will be held at the Scout Reservat- ette Lovins, Hazel eighth grade, ly 100 leaders are expected to at- fancy scottish-plaid trunks and the roots. A large picnic table was
The announcement said one Lu- E. Hoffman. R-Mich., doesn't have ion next Saturday where the boys Richard Edmonds. Kirksey seventh tend. Each leader will receive _a ideks. picked up and blown approximatemumbist Company was trapped in anything against poet Robert Frost. will get Camping Training This is grade, and Jeanne Diuguid. Murray certificate of service and will also
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Worst damage was to a 48 x 65
favor for tonight's scheduled 18FLOODS AVERTED
Push, On To Moll
as one of the orneriest men in the
Entrants in the contest, winners served by the Calloway County 4-H rounder in the 16,000-seat arena of foot floating dock and a 48 x 20
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and
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parents.
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HOUSE', said Sunday he wanted to
from their own schools were as
foot stationary dock and walkway
Convention Hall.
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(Continued on Page 4)
The spring football game at Mu!'
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half
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were
averted
ray State College has been shedul
he came out recently against a
Hazel. Paulette Lovins, eighth.
the
at
Chattanooga,
Tenn.,
during
ed for Tuesday night. at 7:30 Coach
medal for the New England poet.
Mary McLeod. seventh. Lacresia
Don Shelton has announced.
-Why I don't even know Frost." heavy February rainfall. TVA said Adams. sixth: Lynn Grove, Henry
today.
The
Chattanooga
flood
stage
The sixty - man Thoroughbred
he said. But if Congress is going
Armstrong, sixth, Walter Hartswas
reduced
almost
nine
feet
squad has been divided and the two
to give a medal to every American
field, seventh and Margaret PaschTVA
said
preliminary
calculations
teams will have one day of practice
By United Press International
who has done a good job that would
all, eighth; New Concord, Evalena
as a unit today. Shelton said that
cover at least two-thirds of the show that the flyer in its natural Collins, eighth, Janice Conley, sevIA)UISVILLE. Ky. iliPti — Harold
the coaching staff has considered
women and maybe even a third of state would have risen about 6ka enth, and Julia Jones, sixth: Col- Prewitt, 17, son of Mr. and Mrs.
feet above flood stage of 30 feet,
the men."
lege High. Cheryl Outland, eighth, Cartar Prewitt of Covington, was
the Marshall Countians are: Cov- building the teams aroundhis Blue
By JAMES HARMON
Hoffman wasn't at all surprised because of reservoir operations the Ilene Clary, seventh, and Kenneth drowned Sunday in a lake on the
ington Grant, last of two trips in and Gold units but had decided
that his motion to refuse the $2,500 crest was held to about two feet Thomas, sixth; Almo, Joyce Leach, grounds of Central State Hospital,The North Marshall Jets began '59: Ashland, number one team in against it.
sought to pay for a gold medal for below flood stage
eighth, Patricia Wiggins, seventh, where he was patient. Authorities preparation for their trip to the the state by a board of coaches'
The Racer squad completed its
Frost got hardly a ripple of supsaid that Prewitt apparently suf- state tournament in the Lexington rating, 16 previous trips: Louisville
and James Huta. sixth.
twelfth day of practice last Mon▪
By HENRY RAYMONT
Port Kirksey, Brenda Cunningham, fered an epileptic attack while fish- Memorial Coliseum this week with Seneca, first trip, only its second day. and Shelton said that the drills
MEETS TONIGHT
All he was trying to do. he said,
United Press International
a celebration at the school yester- varsity squad; Lily, first time;
eighth, Richard Edmonds, seventh ing from the lake hank
would end with the spring game.
HAVANA ,UPL — Informed sour- was point up "just another example
day and a motorcade through Jack- Shelby, first trip; Wheelwright,
and William Ross sixth; Murray
With the drills nearing their end,
The Citizens Improvement Club High Sherry Outland, eighth. Max
LOUISA. Ky. (11N) — Timothy son Purchase towns.
ces said today three Cuban youths of unnecessary spending" at a time
first time; and Lone Jack, also a Shelton said that he had never
have been arrested on charges of when the country is running in will meet tonight at 8.00 o'clock Russell, seventh, and Jeanne DiusIT Ray Preston, 11-year-old son of Mr.
Norh turned back the hot-shoot- newcomer.
been more pleased with a -spring
plotting against the life of Soviet debt. He has been doing that for at the Maionic Temple on Walnut
sixth; Faxon, Marilyn Parish, and Mrs. James Clayton. Richard- ing advances of the Lowes Blue
a quartet- of a century without out- Street. Eevryone is urged to attend eighth, Kim Pennington, seventh, son, Ky., was accidentally hanged Devils Saturday night with a secOnly three of last year's partici- practice. "I've never seen a group
Arnhassador Sergei Kindriavlsev.
with such enthusiasm," he said,
the important business meeting.
at his home Saturday.- Assist Law- ond half rally that netted a 62-57 pants made it back to the top
The arrests apparently were con- standing results.
and Larry Jones, sixth.
we've made great
rence County Coroner L. B. Young come-from -behind win over the school boy beurney. Back are Ash- "and I believe
nected with an attempted attack by
are convinced
said the boy apparently had fash- young Lewes club to cop the First land, Breathitt County and Beaver progress. The boys
anti-Communist on Kuionable Mi- Man In Space
they'll be a fine ball club next fall,
ioned a noose from a disconnected Region Championship crown
Dam. Ashland, already being slatramar suburb last Sgturday night
really worked toward
electric wire, put it around his and the coveted trip to the "sweet ed as a pre-tourney favorite, will and they've
*en police drove off a handful
that end."
neck, then lost his balance.
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OT youths seeking to force an enaim
sixteen,"
fourth time in its 17th appearance.
trance into the block-long residence.
Only three players, end Bill MyIt's the Jets' second -trip to the
RICHMOND, Ky. Jiff — Clyde
For the second straight year. the ers, guard Ralph Pioniazkiewicz,
Xutiriaystev was not home at the
tournament
in
three
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state
F. Crews. 16, a junior at St. Xaking did not return for a defense
time the attackers battled police
Linebaugh, will
North left the Jackson Purchase in of its'crown After winning in 1959, and halfback Bob
vier High School. Louisville, won
with gunfire. He was attending a
definitely miss the game because
winner from the First
the
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the
American
Legion
Kentucky
of
reception at the official residence
Marshall
dropped
out
North
By STANLEY HALL
of injuries. A few ether players
shifting sands and scrub oak Into the few places realty suited for
Stat• High School Oratorical Con. Region and four victories later competition in the first game of have minor injuries but„they should
of his Red Chinese Counterpart.
United Press International
one of this country's most import(Continued on Part 4)
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huge
returned
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test
Sunday
at
Eastern
Russian
enThe assault on the
the 1960 regional Louisville Fla- be ready for action by game time.
VANDENBERG AFB, Calif. ,ups — ant space age bases. .
State College. Second place and state championship trophy.
voy's home took place shortly be- This once unwanted piece of real
get, the '60 champ, went down to
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of the military shortly
The upstate forecasters call Ashburg.
ern Kentucky fans in 1959. But
iguad on charges of counterrevolu- two, decades from 65,000 acres of attention
before World War II when an armElizabeth
Seneca,
Louisville
land.
past
the speedy Jets had orbited
tionary activities.
ored training base, Camp Cooke,
LEXINGTON, Ky. (lin — Oscar every foe for the big win before Catholic, Wheelwright and Beaver
The youths, all teen-agers. were
was established there. It was closSLATON Tex. rUPD — Five per- E. Benson, 58, territory manager the tournament fans had gotten Dam "the powers". But watch out
captured near the Vedado High
ed in 1946, reactivated briefly durfor the darkhorse contender
sons were killed and one passenger for the B. F. Goodrich Co., was over their amazement.
School, blocks from the scent, the
ing the Korean War, and then
Possibly not possessing the it might even be a "jet".
was injured critically Sunday night found dead Sunday at his home.
source said.
abandoned again in 1953.
CARIBBEAN (FHTNC) — William
A fourth youth was reported to
when two cars collided. One of Fayette County Cormier Chester sharp-shooting accuracy nor the
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old
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and Mrs. Ewing G. Swann of South
carbon monoxide poisoning, ruled Jets are still quite capable of capembassy in the area where he
FORT LEAVENWORTH, Kan. It was one of 200 sites being in- tlesnakes.
16th Street. Murray, Ky., particituring the crown.
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State police said the snakes were the death a suicide
(AlfTNC) — Lt. Col. Reuben D. vestigated as a possible place to
pated, Feb. 13 to 28. while serving
Doubters should take note of the
By United Press International aboard
Parker, son of Mr. and Mrs. Romie establish the Air Force's first mis- loaded in four sacks and remained
the amphibious assault ship
maior role that defense played in
captive in the accident. Three state
LOUISVILLE, Ky. fun — The
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Time of bout. 10-30 pm. (EST).
Expected crowd: 13.000.
/ Expected gate: 4500,000.
Betting: Patterson favored at 18-

Television: Closed circuit by
Tvleprornpter Corp. to 207 locations in the United States and
Canada with 756,195 seats; also to
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MONDAY - MARCI1 13, 1961

Determined North Marshall Jets
Take Region Championship 62-57e

By JAMBS HAIUDON
Sophomore studded Lowes High
School made a determined bid for
their first state tournament trip in
29 years Saturday night before
being turned bark by an equally
determined North Marshall bent
on 'representing the First Region
for the second of three tries in as
many years. North won 62-57.
The Marshall Countians leaped
to a 20-13 first quarter edge but
Lowes rallied fast. The Blue Devils came roaring down fhi stretch
and swept into the lead, 29-22,
with a 16-2 scoring edge in a three
minute span.
After cutting the gap to four
Ls in 30 antenna community syspouredn 10
terns. tNo free home TV) Expected Po
straight for the seven point lead.
total TV receipts $3,000,000.
Radio: To homes nationally by The Jets clinched three baskets in
ABC (Also to some foreign coun- the closing minutes of the quarter
to trail by two, 29-27, at halftime.
tries).
Lowes picked up the first fielder
Movies: Domestic distribution by
in the third stanza but Coach CharUnited Artists.
lie Lampley's squad turned the
Guarantees: Bill MacDonald, Mitables on the flied-up Blue Devils.
ami sportsman. guaranteed Feature
Swiftly the Jets soared into the
Spotts $400,000 live gate. Telelead on a 10-0 burst that left
prompter guaranteed promoters
Lowes trailing again, this time
a n d fighters minimum $800,000
37-31.
share from closed-circuit TV. ABC
North kept moving away from
paid $300.000 for domestic radio.
the flagging Blue Devils and enForeign radio and TV paid $150,joyed a 12-point spread, 44-32, with
000. Domestic film guaranteed
more than three minutes of play
3200.000. Foreign films guaranteed,
left ux the _third canto.
.0007
Still the Graves Countians re•Feature Sports share: 50 per cent
fused to be daunted and bounced
of net lire gate and 15 per cent of
back to trim the advantage to six
ancillaries-TV, radio, inoviee, etc.
Markers. 50-44, at the end of three
Fighters' purses: Each gets 25
quarters of action.
per cent oi-net live gate, Patterson
Sensational little Jerry Page
gets 50 per cent of ancillaries;
tobans-son. 35 per cent.
jiicliss on 10-point-must basis, givReturn bout contract: None.
ing round-winner 10 points and
Gives: Six ounces.
:user nine or less Each gets 10 for
Scoring. By referee and two even round.
•

•
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Jerry Lucas (left,% all
ell AM
'.^.cncen on Ohio State Icisersit) s No. 1-ranked as e 'cam, compares notes with classmates Gary Gearhart,
'eri and David McClellan before a 9 a.m, class in
rnbus. Jerry maintains a 3s scholastic average; 4 Is
tLe h'zest °to-',sable.

FRANCIkE
,
, V.IRLFMMELL
the novel 'aunt Jane McIllippir and Her Baby Blue
CbaPa
Preatkee-Ball. he. 0 1960 by frasees V Rummell. Distributed
by
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CHAPTER 18
!member, a etre MacKinnon,' Mrs. Hayden rritchfleld
IDRES1DENT Jane McPhIpps who said nothing at all but just
qui,e set ap. She could
I
furesook parliamentarypro- sat quietly weeping
already see herself in the papers,
cedure and protested, "Canadian
But one thing she heard again looking stunning in a breathCountess Is in the family and and again, sounding like a par- taking off-the-face creation.
confidential!
rot enchanted with the sound
With the girls to watch over,
Clearly the stock was as con- of its own voice. Wall Mrs. the fruition
of Jane's own imfidentiai as a wheat field to Stephens' wailing boast, "He pulses
was somewhat delayed.
grasshoppers. Mrs. Hope, bang- took me to the smartest little But
she was no person to feel
ing tier purse against a chair- French restaurants for dinner." trapped
like a fly in a spider."._
c
or attention, a
This revelation had struck a web, and as president of the
bought 20,000 shares stx months particularly sensitive note Why, Golden
Girls, she felt a xeen
ago. keep trying to sell it and Jane wondered, had Wally tak- responsibility
about doing somenobody wsll buy It!" Her voice en lirs. Stephens to expensive
thing to help Miss Green. At
trailed off to a whisper, n restaurants? All he had done the
same time, she waraed to
haven't even told Mr. Van for her was to buy bet an Irish
1
t
in
f the
Neilsen."
Coffee. Tu. rest of the time girls - net to mention
Mrs. Spalding spoke up In a they had gone Dutch. And
And for Eleanor, who would
brisk monotone, "Two months Eleanor? He had never taken
eventually have to know about
ir
her to expensive restaeranta, Wally.
try bruker He told me then it either. That was the Last. the
Just as some people are born
was worthless and it still in" eery last. straw,
to be against everybody. Jane
She suddenly took to her feet
Knowing nothing about the was born to be for everybody;
and asked quietly, 'How many ponderous
machtne of :he Law and just as sonic people nave
of us are in the Canadian Count- Jane
became fairly dotty with a steely determination to prove
ess family?" P.eceiving no reply
the jitters during Miss Green's everybody wrong. Jane seemed
from her stupefied sisters, wince
silence. She practically hell-bent on proving everybody
by this time the girls were long
lived by the telephone, which right.. Wally Wilts a friend, and
hanging on the ropes, she asked
rang often as the girls began one did not cheat one's friends.
again, and now she was sharp. to
call their President for ad- Everything finally became as
Raise your hands,those o tut vice--or
more accurately,•sim- clear-cut as that. Coniequently,
who were taken by Wally Gooply to report reactions, some while she had dutifully telegins!"
of which were beyond Jane's phoned all the girls and passed
While Mrs. Stephens flailed
power of prediction.
along their lawyer's warning
her arms and screamed "No'
Mrs. Henry Hayden-Critch- not to call or see Wally during
No'," everyone present slowly,
sheepishly, eventually raised her field III found wonderful stim- the investigation. Jane behame
hand-with only one exception. ulation In the debacle. Her (fret hopeful that she could, with
That was Mime Green. who was concern was to keep up a good proper information, prove the
looking upon the girls' undoing front, and she telephoned to ad- Countess to be exactly as Wally
represented, even without askwith • detached professional vise Jane how to do It.
"'The Golden Girls must keep ing Wally himself.
eff
eye. Before this hour she had
. never heard of the Countess anything embarrassing out of
Remembering Mr. August
Wally had never approached the papers." she said. "There- Ernatts kindness, she translated
0 her. Now, sensing the group's fore, we must become known as her decision into a course of
/ need of a cheery note, she slrfolia investors."
action. A man in hLs position
So, just to counteract any would surely know all about the
scoop that might come, Mrs Countess; and as Jane headed
see what can be done.'
Mrs. Stephens snorted. "Oh. Hayden-Critchfield proposed a for Mr. Ernst's office - this
you know everything will be all capital idea: The Golden Girls time having called for an apof the West, In a body. should pointment - her heart was
right. It just Ana to be!"
Gradually, certain facia be- visit the Castlerock Corporation thumping like a trip-hammer.
gan to fall in place, one of the In Daly City because the Castle. At last she would know the exfirst being the total of Wally's rock Corporation maintained a quisite satisfaction of setting a
teke With the exception of wonderful attitude toward visit. hideolui error right. Indeed, by
Gertrude Green, the Golden Girls mg shareholders. A company the time she reached Mr. Brnet s
had Attempted anywhere from photographer was always on firm. she was savoring the
$.500 to $4000 apiece in Canadi. hand, she had learned, to take fantasy of seeing the Golden
an Countees - except Tor Mrs, the pictures ot shlrenohiers as Girls fete Wally as their hero.
, Hope, who had sunk 14000 The th..:y .came into the plant and Then, and' only then, would she
toevpere
lose
ped
of d
nt p
thwetm
su
geand
wiithviwt
owt srti
ur"
witu
i.as
tale izywn pu
st so
h tthheeir folly tell Eleanor.
Al Mr. Ernst smiled
and
-You see." Mra. Hayden. shook
t he situation
Incompre.
her hand, she realized
Arnett:ob., Wally's role so Mat- Critehrield explained. "we'll have with surprise that he was
not
fang, that while the question of S marvelous picture Of iis all quite the elderly patriareh
she
Jane's awn MOO investment lay ready fop the papers' financial had first made him out
to be.
tragically to tier cons( 1011SIlle/01. pages Or mash, scriety pnees. His hair was almost-white,
yes,
not her least concern was for V6• be right on the spot in- but his big brown
eyes were
the Golden Girls and their In sperting machinery and things downright devilish - and yes.
tore. Jane had not realtsed,- un- And looking terribly smart."
Jane could not deny it, they
Jane started to ask whether were also appraising
til their future was in jeopardy,
her closely.
how much the Golden Girls her fri.nnl meant clofi's smart With no advance warning
whatmeant to her - In purpose and
prbiensodit
ever she was once again slit O
urrge;
t riteinqsues
"
taIrt,
In frienriatilp.
itself. fuicti with plessatira;ile con•
°enrols Green, who was How could the Golden Girls rate fusion - and happily mm
lo4ktng into things. hrel prem. a pleture with -machinery or that while not model
trim.
oTh
ien
OA to get In itch as soon as
eysekhar
d on
,
ekver had a womanly figure At lean:
bo thhitnganeylseC?
a
slie had any inf„.irmation. Mean- ar7g
Mr. Ernst looked- approvi
rtinrIZ,orCiieVialr Rapniicin
Irriat,
.16as
cane.
t ii:
But Mrs. Illayrien-Critehr rem Actually, her heart now reme•rwas t thoughtful individuals Be- bereft h. had approved tl:e f •
mOnfagt of the girls' first re. tides, she was the treasurer. time too.
nctions under shock. Mrs. Flone "Just to keep absolidely legal,"
_
"Ms Heaven., don't she explained, "I am buying une
'had
a..y
y tell my t'x.htiebrsnad. t1 shire from Mr. P try in the
There's nesi• For Sine li•-•
-.always said
was a boob wIth chib's name. It cotes $7. 'We Mr. Ernidi -The Stock Is 1••.s
nvotey." And there 6":1.8 the wool(' net really want to take utterls
cioit
white-haired advantage ot Any corporohin ' the etory on Monday
zwcet-far: d,
.
•

;7:80

••
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paced the Lowes squad in yet another bid for supremacy. T h e
Graves County quintet picked up
six points at the outset of the final
period and trailed by only two,
52-50, with slightly less than two
minutes gone.
Kendall King pitched in a fielder and Paid Darnell made good a
charity toss to widen the margin
back to five. Chumbler picked up
two at the free throw Line to pull
back within three.
The North's floor general, Bennie Goheen, flipped in a bucket
from the field and Jet ace Gary
Seay pushed in two at the foul
lane. These all - important four
points pushed North out front 5952 and two and one-half minutes
glowed on the Scoreboard clock.
Lowes was never able to pull
closer than four points in the waning minutes of play. Sam Clark hit
two charity tosses with 40 seconds
to go to completely ice the game
for the Jets.
A huge throng of Jet followers
1
he

:.:AORTS PARADE
By STEVE SNIDER
United Press Internationel
NEW YORK ,LT1 - Big men
dvinge college basketball but
you can't keep the good little men
down and today's their day.
Two of the best of the modern
o
mighty mites-hot-shooting Floosie
Carl 5-9'-7 of De Paul, and Dick.
Hickox 5-6 of Miami, Fla.-head
the parade for the third straight
year in the 13th annaul United
Press International -Small Amence" basketball team reserved for
collegiate stars no taller than 5
feet. 10 inches.
Jon Feldman 5-10 of C. e or g e
Washington made it for the second
year in a rev... Bruce Drysdale 5-10
of Temple and Del Ray Mounts
5-10 of Texas Tech are newcomers
who elbowed onto the first five
by shoving two of last year's se ecnom to the second team.
On the second unit: Mark Dumars 5-10 of Penn State, Max Perry 5-10 of Utah State. Larry Armstrong 5-9 of Arizona State, Stu
Sherard 5.10 of Army and Jimmy
Ilugp,ard 1-10 of Vollanova.
Can Shoot Too
Most clubs that use small men
among the ''tall timber" ranging
-op 1, seven feet reqiiite little
more than play-making, speed and
ball control but these "Small
America' aces aren't the leas; bashful about fang away at the bask-

game o congratulate
the victors. North Marshall players
stripped down the nets for additional souvenirs.
Although the game was a disappointment to the Lowes fans, the
Blue Devils "will be back". With
plenty of young talent, the squad
will figure among the top contenders of the First Region from the
outset of the season next year.
Tournament manager Rex Alexander presented both championship and runners-up trophy3 in
ceremonies following the contest.
In accordance with the voting at
the regional pairings, North Marshall as tournament champs received the basketball used in the meet.
Bennie Goheen was t h e top
point producer tor North with 18
markers. Gary Seay and Kendall
King each scored 13. Paul Darnell
picked up 10. North snared 42
rebounds, hit 22 of 52 field goal
attempts for 42 per cent and connected on 18 of 29 flings from the
charity lane.
Fiery soi,shjmored J

Page, paced the Blue Devil attack
with 16 points. Seldon Sledd was
close behind with 14, and Billy
Chumbler added 10. Lowes grasped only 21 rebounds but poked in
23 of.,51 shots for 45 per cent.
Lowes hit 11 of 15 free throws,
Bennie Goheen of North Marshall received the top number of
votes to the all-tournament team
picked by press and radio men
covering the classic. Others named
were team mate Gary Seay; Jerry
Page, Seldon Sledd, and Richard
Glisson of Lowes; Sam Harper,
Hickman County; Tommy Tibbs,
Mayfield; L. H. Tyler, Carlisle
County; Gene Wray, Heath; and
Gaty Stubblefield of Tilghman.
North
20 27 50 62 it
Lowes •
13 29 44 57
North ($3)
Goheen
• King 13, Seay 13,
Clark 8, Darnell 10,
Lowe, (57)
Chumbler 10, Sledd 14, Page 16,
Glisson 8, Bone I.

•

211rAirArAirat: •

et

Only one of the first five averaged under 20 points for the entire
season. Only one of the second
unit averigefi under 15 and that
one-Perry-came in at 14.8.
Four of the first five led their
teams in scoring Mounts is second at Texas Tech and three of
the second ,grioup topped all their
teammates in point production.
And in general the whole crop
appears to be the strongest in the
13 seasons UPI has been survey.
mg the field for its ',Small Americis
a'' tnshonoring the good little men
g
oho buzz among the collegiate
Drysdale, a junior bombed away
for the highest average of all the
little men with a 21.2 average as
the wols racked up a HOZ record
and won a bid to the National invitation Tournament at Madison
Square Garden,
Carl. De Paul's senior shooter,
averaged a flat 21 points in a 17-7
season for the Blue Demons and
he, too, will be on display in the
NIT.
Makes A II -Southwest
Mounts, i junior with a 20.8
sewing average, recently was nuned. on the All-Southwest home
team. Feldman. who grew an inch
since last year. also averaged 20.8
with the help of a 45-point splurge
against William and Mary in a viet rY that put George Washington
in the NCAA playoffs
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NEW THREE BEDROOM BRICK 3 ROOM DOWNSTAIRS APT.
For "DUE TO TRANSFER WELL eshouse on South 13th street ex- adults only. Phone PL 3-4552.
ltp tablished route in Murray for marADDING MACHINES
tended by owner. Living room
MENS CLOTHING
ried man. Car and references necpanelled in mahogany. Utility
AND TYPEWRITERS
Graham-Jackson
essary. Opportunity to earn over
PL 3-3234 roan. Phone PL 3-3632.
t/
Sales & Service
$100 weekly with $80 per week
COMMERCIAL AND RESIDEN- guarantee to start. Write Fuller
Le.r & Times
PL 3-1916
15 CUBIC FOOT HOME FREEZER tial built-up
OFFICE SUPPLIES
roofing. Free esti- Brush Co., 422 Columbus Ave.,
with stainless steel top, fully guar- mates.
References. C all collect. Paducah, Ky. 'Phone 443-2777.
Ledger & Tunes
PL 3-1916 anteed. $95.00. Rowland Refriger
a- Klapp Roofing a n d Sheetzne
AUCTIONEER
m22c
tal,
tion. Phone PL 3-2825.
Mayfield, Kentucky, CHapel 7Bert Parrish
PL 3-4961
3818.
OIL DISTRIBUTORS
march29c
NICE TWO BEDROOM, BRICK
JIMMY
COOPE
R
Ky. Lake Oil Co. .... PL 3-1323 veneer home. About one block
AUCTIONEER,
CAR & HOME SUPPLY
from college. Paved stret, near furniture sales a specialty, for free WANTED TO DO TYPING IN
Jobbers Shell Oil Products
MY
Bllbrey's
estimat
e
phone PL 3-3307.
PL 3-5617
grocery, large lot. Priced to sell.
Itc home, reasonable. Mrs. Wm.
H.
Goodyear & GE.
GOOD BUSINESS LOT ON MayOakley Sr., 411 So. 11th., Murray,
PAINT STORES
field Highway near Five Points.
Ky.,
Phone
PL 3-5530.
ml3c
Western Auto
PL 3-3864 Tidwell Paint Store
PL 3-3080 151 feet highway frontage. Ideal
SOFTWOOD OR HARDWOOD.
• for any type business. A bargain.
Soup Spoon
Four inches in diameter and up to
DEPARTMENT STORES
MODERN 5 ROOM HOME About
Line, In Factories
six feet long. Contact L. D. Miller
one mile out on Hwy. 121 on three
PRINT
ING
Lerrnan's
at 203 South Fifth Street in office
PL 3-1247
acre lot and fenced. Only $1,800
BOLZANO, Italy OM - Few- building for price.
Ledger & Times
PL 3-1916 down and assume loan
ml8c
at $52.00 er and fewer
young men are wearper month.
DRUG STORES
ing 'soup spoons" in their hats GALLOWAY Insurance and Real
RESTAURANTS
they prefer to work in factories.
Feitile Help Wanted
Estate Agency. Phone PL 3-5842.
Scott Drugs .
And the disappearance of this
PL 3-2547
Southside Restaurant
PL 3-3892
ml3c traditional symbol
of the jobseeker N.Y. MAIDS-TOP
WAGES, B"1
in the Alpine foothills is causing
homes, tickets sent. Largest, olde-'
1955
PLYMO
UTH.
SEE
bad
B.
F.
feelings
among
Triangle Inn
the German- N.Y. agcy. Write Gem,
frURNITURE STORES
PL 3-4953
35 Lincoln
Scherffius, 313 N. 16th Street or speaking inhabitants
in this north- Roslyn Hts., N.Y.
it
phone PL 3-3749.
Morgan's Furn. Mart PL 3-2403
lic ern Italian area that once was
part of the Austrian Tyrol.
SERVICE STATIONS
In past fears at the spring, and rentals in blocks of apartment
PLENTY OF TREATED FENCE
GROCERY STORES
post and sawed fence post. Miller fall markets held in the main the -factory owners tobstruct.
Walston-Young Tex. PL 3-2810
And more important than all
Saw Mill near Lake Stop Grocery. towns - Bolzano, Merano, BruOwers Food Market PL 3-4682
ey are impornie° and Bres.sanone - young these - though th.
8c
ml
Free Delivery Service
farm workers would gather on a tant enough - there are higher
Whiteway Servlee Sta. PL 3-9121
wages
and
an
eight-hour day. TI:
special corner near the cattle and
farm equipment displays. To show - farmers, 90 per cent of _whom au-,
HARDWARE STORES German
speaking, cannot meet tli,
they were looking for work they
THEATRES
Dir“ss Hdw., cor. 4th & Main
struck soup spoon in their hats. competition and their resentrese Farmers needing laborers look- at losing -their labor is one nt
MURRAY, Ky., Mar. 6, 1961.
Murray Drive-In - Call
ed the young men over, felt their sore points in the local posts .
Starks Hdw.
PL 3-1227 PL 3-3694 for Tonight's Program Murray Livestock Market report.
Hogs: 108. Receipts mostly mix- biceps and offered the men of situation. •
Instead of being able to go ales
ed grade butchers. Mostly 500 their choice a contract - food,
INSURANCE
higher. U.S. No. 1, 2, and 3 barrow lodging and a small salary in ex- to college, the farmers youngstei
TYPEWRITER RENTAL
and gilts 180-230 lb. $17.75; 240- change for spring plowing, sow- now have to stay at home ans
Frazee, Melugin & Holton
work. And the tragedy for the farAND SERVICE
275 lb. $17.00-17.50; No. 2 and 3 ing or harvesting.
Insurance .... PL 3-3413
If the workers accepted the of- mers is that the offer of training
sows
300-600
lb.
$14.75-1
5.00.
Ledger & Times
PL 3-1916
fer they handed their spoons to in factories at full salary is atJEWELRY
Cattle: 2112. Receipts mostly cows the farmer that was the con- tracting even their own children
and slaughter steers and heifers. tract, signed and
The irony of the situation ws
Furches Jewelry .... PL. 3-2835
TV SALES & SERVICE
sealed. And noSlaughter steers and heifers 25-50e body ever broke
pointed up in an unconscious ma:
his word.
Murray Jewelry .... PL 3-1606 Bell's TV & Ref. Ser. PL 3-3515 higher, cows and stockers steady.
But now more and more fac- ner recently. A steel mill in Bolzs
Good to low-Choice 700-900 lb. tories are springin
Next to Varsity
g up in the no started a workshop for the proslaughter heifers $22.25 - 24.10; area and availabl
e farm labor is duction of cutle'rv - including
VARIETY STORES
Standard 20.00 - 22.00; Standard becoming scarce.
soup spoons.
LADIES READY TO WEAR
and good mixed slaughter yearlThe factories, usually run by
Dorar Store
PL 3--3597
ings 500-700 lb. $19.00-12.25s Cdt- Italian compani
Littletons
Opposite Varsity Theatre
PL 3-4623
es with Italian
ter and utility cows $13 25-18.30; capital - as distinct
NZ) YOU
from local
6E7 THE NICKEL,
Canner $11.75-13.50; few Utility capital - offer
benefits not yet
FRIEDA?
bulls $18 25-19.25; Medium and available to farm help.
good 350-600 lb. stock steers
These include medical-insur420.25-24.25; Medium and g 00 d ance. one month's
extra pay per
300-500 lb. stock heifers $20.25- year - the famous
13th month
Telephone Pt. SABIN
110e W. Main M.
22.25: few medium and good 600- - paid vacations
and severance
800
lb
"YOUR HOME-OWNED LOAN CO."
feeder steers $20.00-22.25. pay. In addition many of
these
Vealers steady. Cho- factories offer cut-price meals
in
ice 180-240 lb. stealers 332.00-33.25; their canteens and,
in some cases.
Good $29.50-32.00; Good and cho- even accommodations
at reduced
NEW JET-ROCKET AND GUIDED MISSILE INDUSTRY
ice 250-275 lb. $31.00-33.00; Standard and good 160-180 lb. $27.00MEN and WOMEN
1.11.0 ABNER
31.25.
Wanted to train for permanent positions with security and
GO Al-1 E AD,
lucrative pay as jet-gas turbine and turbo -prop engine meSTUPID ffchanics and specialists, specializing in any one of the following:
BITE SOME
$ AIRLINE, AIRCRAFT. AUTOMOTIVE, TRUCKING, OR
ORE.'!-SEE
MARINE INDUSTRIES. in addition to ROCKETS
EF AH -o4'C61and GUIDED MISSILES.
rCARE!I
TRAINED MEN EARN AS MUCH OR MORE, $150 Per Week
FREE LIFETIME PLACEMENT SERVICE
HS. DIPLOMA NOT NECESSARY
Short training period will not interfere with present employment. Small budget terms can be arranged. Age 17•55. See
if you can qualify' Send coupon, postcard, or letter with same
.nformation today to HOFFMANN AIRCRAFT CO., Box 32-0,
Murray. Kentucky.
Warne
Street
City
State
Phone
Age
Hours at .home, from
to

‘
‘.g
7

1
fo

,t61

=MIR

•

1 -2-

F

R SALE or TRADE

34 FT. CHRIS CRAFT CRUISER.
Twin motors. Twin cabins. Boat
House. Located at Kenlake. Sell
outright or trade for cottage. Contact R. H. White or Maxwell McDade, Fulton, Ky.
ml5c

Wanted To Rent
WANT TO RENT 2 BEDROOM
unfurnished duplex apartment. Ph.
PLaza 3-2574.
ml5p
RETIRED CHICAGO COUPLE desires 2 bedroom house to rent by
the end of April. Phone Robert
Bear, PL 3-2217.
ml5c

Zuni-U. S. Navy
By JAMES H. WINCHESTER
Central Press AS30Ctatiall Writer
An air-to-surface rocket, the tive against tanks, pillboxe
s,
V. S. Navy's Zuni is a short- gun emplacements, trains,
motor
convoys, ammunition and
range weapon, with a range of
fuel dumps and small ships. Up
only about five miles.
to 48 Zuni rockets can be carIt is 110 inches in length, five ried
on one of today's Navy
inches in diameter, weighs 107 attack
jets.
pounds, carries a conventional
Now operational with fleet
explosive warhead. It can also units,
the rocket and its launchbe used to fire flares, armor er
were developed by the Naval
piercing shells or fragmentation
Ordnance Test Station, Chino
bombs. Its speed is about 3,000
Lake, Calif. Its power sysSens
feet a second.
rocket, solid ProPeiliat.
Mounted on attack-type aircraft, the Zuni is highly effec-

Little by little adds up to a lot
Every • pay - day deposits i n
y.our savings account plus interest compounded regularly,
WIIF Soon add- up to 'what it
takes" to make a cherished
dream come true! Systematic
saving is the key to successful 1ivipg. Tr itL,

Federal State Market
News Service

Set your sights on a
worth -while objective
...then schedule your
saving to achieve it:

Join

the

ranks of systematic savers here:

BANK.9yER,muR FLAY

'a

MURRAY. LOAN Co.
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I WONDER
WHY HE
WAS SO
--\.N1 AD

Elvis Presley and Barbara Eden are the stars in Elvis' newest and best-Flanging Star,"
in color today and Tuesday at
the Varsity Theatre.

ABBIE AN, SLATS

UUl,l7

•

by Ernie BusbmIlier

Answer to Saturday's Puzzle

ACROSS
6-Gina name
1211:1:d 54SHRGJ UMW
7- A pproa c h
1-A nIntal'• foot
g
MOM MOON [IMMO
P 4 - Reach across 1-Havin
leas
hair
6'Insert
OMMOORTO MR9M
9-Employ
II -Contest
OWIT r4OMNNU
10-Mild
12-Pitch
MM2Mi
•zpletly
l 11209
•
13-Man's name
II
-Pace
00
0272 a17290i-1711
14-Three-toed
II- Kiser In
sloth
Di1Ju1
115O0
MOO
Siberia
19-Itoelty NU
VCIPWOM
14-kliectrttled
MgRa
17-Secured
partici*
ROUci
It-Hostelry
ROWA
55-74-01,1
MOMMOO MMOO j
II -Halt)'s
22-Onnked over
OOOM MMSOMOMM
napkin
hot coals
22-Staff •
OMNI MOOO
SS-Ethiopian
24- Former
title
MOON ORAN OEM
Russian ruler 27.5... eagle
ii a
26- Prefix :
22-Corded cloth
before
In-Poem
43Alorned
fii 22- Roman
57-Nezat
i••
27- Resut t
eta bora tely
Gs- Ter/
t) rant
- The self
41- haul
6.1 -Prefix: three
21- A...Worm
24-litteried
al-Witty
II -Ocean
Mold
cloth
remark
61-Soak up
23-N•tive metal
27-!datum
In- Prophet,.
87-1..at n
2::-Commontit
99-Tear
GT- Respond
36-Sun god
con
t 1012
40- Rodin m
69-St
rike
out
3s- RollI04
49-Compass
chloride
1:1-i -rind
41-Hebrew
bolt t
letter
:70 =3 '..:4,4 4 1116 7 .y,
:
:
•i,::
.Mil10
PI'Ttme gone by jip.
44-It,'
111
M
IN
kV.
43-Grain
it
A(13
4;- XI icrolte
O
49-Foot like
14
ale 13 16
al 17
11I
Port
II -Noblents n
R4
51 - At present
ww..
19
th-l.alr
..aii
$:
tot-Tsuy
M•}1.$ IN
.9- I ..4. tares
24
25 Viti 26
Mega
29 30
C2-I lawn
:!IX.4
goddess
WW1
It- Sla n'op
nlvknAmis
36 37 Ng
so fli 41
63'Worthless
39
leasing
44-IA 11 a I
42
43 Igg 44
la
46 MN
64-Slog le
I
UN:.45•
Ineice
47
•
113
7n- Es re
52 .53
71-Male.. lase
S
71-Funille
35
57 Ktt
2'W
555.1
DOWN
59
01
63
o64
l
....
•1-Ache.
..
2- Part of
65
1,64
VS:=1167
"to tie"
6911
111-Damp
70
mg
Sj71
4-Venuile

RACE FOR SURVIVAL - Enroute by plane from Australia to Houston, Tex., In a
race for life, Mrs. Gwendolyn Chaplin carriga_herdiers_.
David from a Pan*Artierican
jet clipper at Los 'Angeles'
Airport. David, 18 monthie4i
Is suffering from a rare
heart disease giving him a
life expectancy of only four
weeks. It is hoped unlquei
surgery perfected by Dr.
Denton A. Coolly at Baylors
College will save baby's life.

OH,IT'LL BE
$O NICETO
MAR
L
HAVE.NIAN
f3ABY
,BAESV 5AcK
MEANIN'
IN MAH ARMS TINY!!

-MF.ANIN' •
I40111Zr Al3E.FT

NANCY
CROSSWORD PUZZLE

_AtT

bY AlOW
11-I' DID NGALF-S
-AN' TH DOG'
IS LEAVI
PATCHERS IS
TERR I B1-1
COM114"bihg10
DISCOURACEDZ

-.E742..SYSE
54/.5041.41/4.1....E.Q-4

•••

by Ruburn Van Buren

THE
CRABTRCE GORSISRS

GAZETTE
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HOSPITAL AUXILIARY
ORGANIZED AT CADIZ

MONDAY

MARCH I. TOM

agents tuned in and received trans- of a letter written in Russian andl
NOW YOU KNOW
missions front the vicfhity of Mos- a sheet of paper bearing a code.
By United Press International
cow.
(The Krogers were thought at
The slowest railway in the world
Affect West's Security
first to be Canadiens but the FBI is reputed to be a stretch from
(Continued from Page 1)
At a preliminary hearing for.the identified them as a New York Erhangen to F-schertau, Germany,
five defendants Mariningham-Bul- couple who were under suspicion ( with a top speed of 10 miles per
streets.
ler indicated liocuments damaging of espionage when they vanished hour and a speed through villages
Leads To Cottage
of five miles per hour.
It brought them at last, he said, to the security of the West and from the United States).
to a cottage in the suburb of disappeared from the Portland na
Ruslip occupied by a book seller val base. Under the terms of the
named Peter John Kroger arid his NATO alliance Britain is charged
with a vital role in planning how
GIRL SCOUTS OF THE U.
wife, Helen.
to counter a possible attack by
This place, Sir Reginald told the
Russia's 450 submarines, and I:lb
-ft-jury and Britain's lord chief jusland is the nerve center of that
ocial Calendar
a ••
lice, Lord Parker, valm chose to
activity. The British nuclear subpreside personally over the case,
marine H.M.S. Dreadnought is bas(Continued from Page I)
contained a powerful radio transTuesday. March 14th
ed there.
mitting direct to Moscow." he said,
The Dorcas Sunday School Class
and added that the cottage also
The five persons charged with
of the First Baptist Church will that in this country.
meet at the home of Mrs. Charles
"You can shoot a rocket south seemed to be banking headquarters a break of the Official Secrets Act
Sexton, North 14th Street, at 7:30 from here." one officer said. "and for the alleged spy ring. In the and liable to a maximum prison
p.m. Mrs. Luther Dunn is the class the first land mass it crosses is somewhat run - down cottage, term of 14 years each if convicted
guarded by double and triple locks. are:
teacher.
Antartica, 6.500 miles assay."
S ...
Gordon Arnold Lansdale, 37, alOn a drizzly Dec. 16. 1958, the Sir Reginald said British agents
Murray Star chapter No. 433 first successful missile was launch- found $6,000 in American $20 bills, leged master mind of the spy ring.
Order of the Eastern Star will hold ed from Vandenberg. It was a Thor 2.563 American one dollar bills, He holds a Canadian passport, but
its regular meeting at the Masonic and it roared 2.500 miles out into 2.030 worth of American travelers at the preliminary hearing the
the Pacific. Since then, some 50 checks and some British travelers prosecuion said "he appears to be
Hall at 7:30 p.m.
other missiles have departed Van- checks.
a Russian," and stated it was in
—and !earning to save is
Sir Reginald, a heavy set man possession of letters exchanged bedenberg — Thor intermediate range
important part of the
an
Circles of the Woman's Mission- missiles, Atlas 'ICBM's. Discoverer who bears a likeness to the tradi- tween Lansdale and his family in
tional
figure
of
John
Bull,
stood
and
was
depicted
as
a
man
Midas
satellite
Russia.
He
shots.
splendid character-building
ary Society of the First Baptist
The satellite launches' the first before the jury and quietly wove leading two lives: (1 the respected
Church will meet as follows: I
program of Girl Scouting.
with Mrs. Jack Kennedy and II was Discoverer I on Feb. 28. 1959, together the following story which director of a London lock firm (2)
The Ninth Low of the Girl
with Mrs. R. W. Churchill at 10:00 made Vandenberg, along with Cape the prosecution hopes -will prove posing as an assistant American
a.m.; III with Mrs. Fred Gingles Canaveral and Wallops Island. Va., that the five defendants were guil- naval attache under the name of
Scouts reads,"A Girl Scout
and IV with Mrs. Edgar Pride at synonymous with space research. ty of violating the British Official Alex Johnson in order to gain the
Make First Recovery
Secrets Act.
confidence of his accomplices.
is thrifty." We welcome Girl
2:30 p.m.
Particularly so on a sunny Au"Russian" Ring's Mastermind
••••
Handled Secret Material.
Scouts and their adult leadguest afternoon last year when a
The mastermind of the ring was
Henry Frederick Hougton, 55,
The Bessie Tucker Circle of the Discover, No. 13. sent back the a 37-year old man named Gordon an employe at the Portland base
ers as savers at our bank.
W.S.C.S. of the First Methodist first man-made object from orbit. Arnold Lansdale. a director of a since 1952 and prior to that on the
Church will meet in the home of Three more recoveries followed lock company. He holds a Cana- staff of the British naval attache
Mrs. Olin Moore. North 16th Street quickly, planes catching them in dian passport, but the prosecution in Warsaw. His work gave him
WE SALUTE THE BIRL
flight off Hawaii.
will seek to prove he is a Russian access to fleet orders and drawat 9:30 a.m.
- SCOUTS AND THOSE
Scientists hailed the recoveries and,exchanged letters with per- ings. but the prosecution seemed
WHO GUIDE THEM ON
as proving that plans for the Mer- sons in the Soviet Union.
most concerned because a secret
The Lydian Sunday School Class cury nun-in-space program would
Lansdale gained the confidence publication called "Particulars o
of the First Baptist Church will work. They pointed out that the of Miss Elizabeth Gee and her Warships" also was available to
have a 'dinner meeting at the mechanism that fired the capsule fiance Henry F. Houghton_ Both of him.
Triangle Inn at 7:00 p.m. Mrs. out of orbit and down toward the them' are employed at Britain's
Ethel Elizabeth Gee, 46, HoughOwen Billington with Group Five Pacific was similar to the one plan- Portland naval base and had ac- ton's fiancee, and also an employe
will be in charge.
ned for the Mercury astronaut cap- cess to documents which could at the Portland base. Since 1960
sule.
compromise the security of Britain she has been assigned to the unNineteen :launch pads are_ scat- and the NATO alliance. particular, derwater weapons establishment i.
- Wednesday,-Mereb Ike
tered around Vandenberg and its ly on matters involving planning and had access to what the proseThe J. N. WilliamS chapter of adjoining Navy counterpart, Point against.possible attack by Russia's cution called "highly secret work."
the United Daughters of the Con- Arguello, intluding four pads for 450-ship fleet of submarines.
Peter John Kroger. 50 (actually
federacy will meet at the home of the short-range Thor where Air
Lonsdale took documents-handed an American named Morris Cohen),
Mrs. W. P. Roberts, 800 Olive, at Force crews still train British Roy- to him by Miss Gee and Houghton a book seller living in a cottage in
al Air Force missilemen to handle I,) the Kroger bungalow. When suburban Ruislip. The prosecution
2:30 pm.
the IRBM's positioned throughout British agents searched the prem- will contend that 'this cottage in
the British Isles.
ises, they tore linoleum from the which the radio was found, was
Thursday. March 16th
Other launching facilities are un- kitchen floor, removed some rub- the communications center for
.silos
construction.
including
der
ble. lifted a trap door and there transmission of information to
The Home Department of Murfire America's new found a powerful radio set. work- Moscow.
7- -,y Woman's Club will have a from which to
"more
the solid-fueled
Mrs. Helen Joyce Kroger. 47,
ing on a high frequency band and
,ncheon at the club house at 1:00 eat ICBM,
bang for the buck" Minuteman, with an aerial in its lid.
Kroger's wife (identified by the
-n. Mrs. R. H. Robbins will be
completa few months ago
Inside a cigarette lighter were FBI as Lola Cohen) When arrest-.airman of the program. "Orig- which
ed its first full-scale test at Cape found some radio call signs. British ed, she was said to be in possession
t:al Hat Creations From House!Canaveral.
Id Items." Hostesses are Mes- 1-Silo Launching Near
..imes Frank Holcomb, Tommy• I
Within the next two or three
1-osender. Kirby Jennings. R a y
months possibly the first Titan
Kern, Leonard Vaughn, and Bun I
(ICBM will be fired from a silo
Swann.
!launcher 160 feet below the surface of a Vandenberg hillside.
The Air Force has stationed a'
citticers and men here.
iit 7.t
GET RID
and 'there is an equal number of
Of
civilian workers on the base buildsg 'new facilities for new rockets.
What dO the natives think of the
searby missile base' When they
boot uric. of the 80-ton missiles
to 'the sky now, the people pay
7Irle attention. They glance up for
UP TO '546 MORE
minute, and then go back to
OTHER COMPACTS
THAN
raising cattle, drilling for oil, hars-sting broccoli. or weeding the
-ianeeomrnericflower seed fields
r
.iound the base.
"QV*.
who
recently
native
one
Said
Roaches are known to be
',as lived all his life in this coastal
carriers. Don't tol •
di
.,:sta halfway between Los Angeles
a'Id San .Francisco:
crate them in your home.
"I guess its a good thing they
Our methods for their ex -rade an air base there. Nobody
are fast -workterm natio
- Ise wanted it

Russian ...

. The Lathes of Trigg County have
recently organized t h e Woman's
. Auxiliary of Trigg County Hospital Inc. with Mrs. Carl Rankin,
Cadiz, as president.
The Auxiliary assisted the bloodmobile staff from Nashville on its
first trip to Cadiz. This venture
was most successful due to the cooperation of Trigg Countians, thereContinued from Page 1)
by exceeding their quota.
—
A disaster relief plan has been
designed to provide Trigg s'ounty were on the scene this morning
the necessary protection due to any and they were all fed lunch by
disaster. Pus plan wilt be wit ex--the boat -dock owner-s. j.t was estitension of the hospital's facilities mated that approximately $1,000
and personnel to care for injury or damage was inflicted on the resort.
disease above and beyond normal They will be ready for business
conditions such as: within the hos- again by tomorrow since no cabins
pital. explosions, fire — bus acci- or the restaurant were damaged.
Rex Tabers said today that he
dents, floods, and epidemics.
Mrs. Lila E. Kieser. Nursing Rep- heard the wind corise irdabout 1:00
resentative of the American Red o'clock this morning and it soundCross of Washington. has spoken ed like a freight train. The'roofof
to the Auxiliary. Mrs. Kieser will Mr. Tabers' business on Chestnut
teach a home nursing course to be street was damaged. The roof of
held in the near future in ('ado'. the Locust Grove Church of the
This will facilitate t h e disaster Nazerene was also damaged.
plan.
GOOD HEALTH NEWS
GOES fli CIRCLES
NEW YORK CPU — Behind the
PUEBLO. Colo. (UN) — Sea-11115hr decline in mortality rates in the
S. Fortner got hooked on a merry- United States is the fact that the
go-round when he submitted seven major communicable diseases —
affidavits of trade names for use leading causes of death in 1900 —
in a new hotel to replace the old have been brought largely under
Congress Hotel -in Pueblo.
control.
The names which Fortner sug- .The Health Information Tout,,
gested are the Carousel Tavern, dation reports that during the
Carousel Coffee Shop. Carousel last 60 years, the death rate for
Restaurant. Carousel Inn, Carou- influenza and pneumonia, for exsel Hotel, Carousel Motor Hotel ample. dropped by 86 per cent
and that fir tuberculosis by 97
and Carousel Motel.
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Learning to earn
is part of
learning to save
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Peoples,;j. Bank

BOONE'S

MURRAY Q XT.

Member F. D. I. C.

PRICED

they're a risk

to your health

.16

Thoroughness Makes Clothes
Look and Feel Like New Again! •

Superior

1

HIGH
RESALE VALUE

UP TO $331 BELOW
OTHER COMPACTS

ing. positive, thorough.

We exterminate pests

BOONE'S
1 HOUR SERVICE
HOUR

KELLEY'S PEST
CONTROL
Phone

PLata 3-3914

SERVICE

DRY CLEANING SPECIALS
Monday thru Thursday, March 13- 17
*

FREE

MOTH PROOFING

*

WITH ANY GARMENT
AT REGULAR PRICE
SIMILIAR GARMENT AT
* BOX STORAGE *

ONE HOUR
MARTINIZING
'-SWb Orf CUMIN

(Continued from Page 1)

of all kinds at low cost.

LAUNDRY & CLEANERS
ONE

Mobotu ...
, the town of Ikela. 40 miles to
the south, and captured and disarmed two more companies.
The government did not disclose
how many troops were captured
by Mobutu's forces. A Congolese
company ranges from 50 to 200
men.
Mobutu's troops have been in
the area for weeks to prevent I.umumbist troops from pushing further into equatorial province.
The communique came as all C'ongolese leaders. except Gizenga. announced at their ."summit" conferenc in Tananative on the island of
Madagscar that they have agreed to
form a confederation of Congolese
states.
End Long Struggle
The argument was expected to
end the long struggle between warring political factions for control
of the Congo It also was a personal
triumph of the confederation idea
of Katanga President Moise Tshombe over the unitary state advocated
by Lumumbists.
Informed sources said there are
indications that Jean Foster Marizikala is gradually taking over from
the Communist—indoctrainted Gizenka as boss of Oriental.
--Manzikala, a moderate who holds
the official poet of Oriental Province premier, was reported seeking to start economic and financial
talks with the government of Congolese President Joseph 'Kasavubi.

$331* below other. compacts. Comet gives you high remit vales
—up to ES46f more than other compacts. That's why it pays 4
own a Cornet. But that's not all. Comet has floe-car features,

)11

It's the first family-size compact Longer wheelbase—wp
to 7.5' longer than ether corhpacts —means more Comet rocata,
not only in pleasurable comfort•for•six seating bet in over,
28 Cu. It. of trunk spare—up to twice as much as other cosnpaca4

Comet's big-car ride is the comfort differencollExtra
length also contributes to Comet's road-leveling ride- The refir.
new suspension and easier-action springs give Comet a better ride;
than many standard cars. And you'll find Comet turns, perks soda
handles almost as easily as a tricycle!
4

Talk about economy-and you're talking Contet7Trisavw
on gas, choose either of Cornet's two thrifty engisee.,Yela
change Comet oil only every 4,000 miles, get 10% better tire,
mileage, save on licenses and insurance. And Comet's sopee4
. enamel finish won't cost you a cent for waxing—never eeedi id

pick from sedans or wagons. Cornet wagons have up to 30%
more cargo space behind the front seat than most other compacts, plus a convenient roll-down rear window.

I

VARSITY: "Flaming Star," feature 99 mins. starts at: 1:16,
3:13, 5- 12, 7:11, and 9:08.

•

Lasting quality, even where it doesn't show Cornet is
quality, inside and out. Unit-built to keep quiet, stay sturdy and
durable, Comet also has rustproofed vital underbody pieta,
complete soundproofing and an aluminized muffler.
Most
ISOM is

SS__
s comrisen
p

all m onvlselur•ri wisest•E rded prom.
laatal
imandiel reN.I pnces isd Automminot

IS.

omet

the better compact car

SEE THE VALUE-PACKED COMET AT YOUR MERCURY-COMET DEALER
LINCOLN-MERCURY

T1MIE TO
SEE A
SHOW!

On The Square

So. 7th St.
We Have A Drop Station At Murray Wishy Washy - 207
ONE HOUR SERVICE.

Both two- and four-door sedans and wagons Tale your

Comet is one of the least expensive compacts you caw
own! These are the facts. Comet costs leas when you buy—up to,

OlVitION 5regSfeRNWN.Oarip.

Hatcher Auto Sales Inc.
Murray, Kentucky

615 South 12th Street

•
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•

